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ABSTRACT
For a decade our group has worked to develop a partially reusable launch vehicle based on horizontal takeoff and landing of a reusable first stage (RFS) employing both jet and rocket engines. After airfield takeoff and ascent to subsonic stratospheric cruise, rocket ignition and pitch pull-up drives the Stellar-J to high
altitude and hypersonic engine cutoff similar to conventional booster rockets – or the X-15. Capable of
carrying a separable upper stage (or module that can remain attached), the payload mission continues as the
Stellar-J climbs to its apogee and then descends to land at a down-range airfield or its launch base. Owing
to hardware and operational considerations, the concept scales from 35-350 tons with the largest
configurations addressing Progress or Soyuz type missions. We examined a range of target markets for the
Stellar-J. At the low end, satellite delivery capabilities are determined by whether a “demonstrator” vehicle
is customized from an existing airframe to obtain micro-satellite launch capabilities (<250-lbs) or a
dedicated airframe is developed to achieve “full” capabilities (~1000-lbs). With backlogs of several
hundred payloads and low initial investment for small configurations, the small satellite market scores well
for initial Stellar-J application. Also, with an economical, rapid turn-around system, we see merit in
rendezvous and retrieval services, seldom discussed in the small satellite context during the “Shuttle era”.
Effects of “nominal” vs. “demonstrator” Stellar-J first stages for small satellites and upper stage selections
are discussed in terms of performance, economy and critical paths.
“This large initial market community comprises
small companies, civil and military offices,
private research institutes, universities and
related research consortia, including both
domestic and foreign segments.
There is
renewed defense interest in rapid deployment of
small satellite systems and demonstrated needs
for orbital payload rendezvous, re-supply and/or
return.

1. Introduction
Among the sales devices taught to entrepreneurs
starting a new business is the concept of the
“elevator pitch” describing the merit, innovation
and market of a product. As aerospace engineers
formulating our own summary fit for a ride from
the ground to floor 30 in 30 seconds (described
in reference 1), we came to grips with “markets”
vs. “missions” through exposure rather than
training. But business novices or not, since 2004
small satellites became the first words out of our
mouths. Depending on which floor an exit could
bring presentation to abrupt end, we rehearsed as
follows:

“Our approach: the Stellar-J - a horizontal takeoff and landing first stage with wings and jet
engines, then rocket propulsion. The rocket
burns from airline cruise to typical booster rocket
staging conditions.

“The small satellite user community needs a
cheap, reliable, launch system that can turn
around fast, grow with user needs, cultivate
future capabilities (e.g., rendezvous and return
cargo) and provide the defense department
customers “on-demand” access to space.
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“The Stellar-J scales from 35 to 350 tons take-off
weight. It includes a modular payload approach
and captures multiple missions by operating at
conventional airfields and scaling up to jumbo
jet facilities. The small versions can take on
satellites or sub-orbital space tourism. The
maximum capability is similar to Progress or
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Soyuz spacecraft (Soyuz at launch or 747 at
takeoff are about the same mass).

Space 2007 Conference, the retiring CEO of the
Aerospace Corporation surveyed US launch (See
Fig. 1 and Ref. 3) programs and recommended a
hybrid vehicle remarkably similar to our Stellar-J
project. A main difference in the prevailing view
within this circle vs. Stellar-J is that this hybrid
vehicle should be vertically launched.

"Jet powered launch from airports improves
azimuth, orbital inclination and rendezvous
windows. This is vital for developing payload
requirements supporting space platform, space
station logistics and defense market for
distributed satellite networks.

Origins of the Stellar-J stem from several background trends in space history: these included
the populist space commercialization efforts,
lessons from Shuttle development programs and
propulsion developments (Refs.-4 & 5) from
overseas that have yet to be fully exploited in
expendable launch vehicles.

"Most of the system is reusable many times.
Completion of the 35-ton system for 1000-lb and
smaller payloads is a $100 million development
project with several incremental phases…”
As a market estimate, we projected that the small
satellite customer backlog at ~500 satellites. At
representative small satellite launch costs of
$20,000/lb and, should the average “small”
satellite weigh 300-lbs, the backlog’s value
would be $3 billion. Of course, at a given epoch
there are arguments that shift the value of the
small satellite backlog, based on satellite
investment, development, or whether a satellite
project is deferred or genuinely scrapped. Even
carefully reviewing several years of Small
Satellite Conference Proceedings, it is difficult to
pinpoint exactly how many small satellites are in
queue or what their averaged properties are, but
individual papers presented (e.g., Ref. 2)
indicated that they do indeed number in the
hundreds.

Whether they were on-lookers, moonlighters
from industry (such as ourselves), dedicated
contestants or financial backers, beyond winning
$10 million at the finish line, all wondered about
commercial applications of X-prize RLVs
capable of reaching the boundaries of space. For
return on investment, most considered repeated
exercises such as space tourism as the initial
application; others thought that small satellite
launch was a path. To some in the latter school
of thought, focus on large passenger accommodating cabins on the 1st stage seemed a technical
detour.
Though the Space Shuttle itself is a partially
reusable system with an operational history of
over one hundred flights, it is not the only U. S.
system that has achieved such a milestone.
Though never obtaining Earth orbit the 1960s X15 rocket planes flew 199 mostly hypersonic
flights as well (Ref. 6,7). And whether intended
or not, the Shuttle in operation has represented
the tip of the iceberg of US reusable launch
research and development.
From our
perspective, studies of liquid rocket boosters to
replace the solid rocket motors (Fig.-2) were an
introduction to the limitations of extant
American booster engines as well as the
potentials of engines developed overseas.

Small satellites and satellite constellations have
continually been proposed with limited flight
opportunities. As a market it resembles a
renewable resource of which only a part can be
economically tapped – unless better tools are
developed or obtained. The Stellar-J is an effort
toward that end through reduced recurring costs
associated with the first stage as well as more
frequent opportunities for flight with some
elements of aircraft operations.
2. Historical Notes from Last Two Decades
Probably due to finite resources, despite many
years of dedication, NASA interest in reusable
systems (save solid rocket boosters) has declined
precipitously with commencement of the Vision
for Space Exploration, focused on return to the
Moon.
In its place, Defense Department
organizations such as the Air Force Research
Laboratory, the Aerospace Corp. devote modest
budgets toward “hybrid” launch vehicle
development: part reusable and part expendable.
For example, in a keynote address at the AIAA
Kelly

In the United States, the highest performance
chemical rocket engines in terms of specific
impulse (ISP) are the Space Shuttle Main
Engines. Since they sustain high chamber
pressure combustion with a staged combustion
engine cycle, they are compact and efficient.
Based on serial number counts, their operating
lives are roughly six flights of 500 seconds
duration. A couple of years ago their operating
time exceeded one million seconds which
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includes three or more times as much static
testing as flight time.

investors. Since the flight regime is well
understood in terms of flight mechanics, engine
performance and thermal and aerodynamic loads,
the main concern is how to select structures to
achieve hypersonic performance allowing
separation of orbit-capable upper stages.

While this performance is unique among US
engines, a number of Soviet developed engines
have similar efficient engine cycles, chamber
pressures and life-times. What’s more, beside
offering purely cryogenic LOX and LH2
propellants, most of these run on hydrocarbon
fuel.
When reusable liquid boosters were
contemplated for the Shuttle in the 1990s, two
out of three engine candidates were either
manufactured by or derived from Russian
sources. Booster engine burns are of shorter
duration than SSME ascent burns and over a
fixed lifetime will involve more re-starts.
Nonetheless, given economic considerations and
the state of the art, re-use of such engines is a
justification for reusable stages and a path to
aircraft operations.

A basic performance parameter for rocket stages
is the mass fraction (λ): mass of propellant/ total
stage mass, ranging from 0 to 1. For expendable
ballistic upper stages values for this parameter
(discussed further below) can run between 0.8
and 0.92. However, for a present day cargo
aircraft the value is 0.55 to 0.60. For a high
performance first stage, we aim for better values
than that.
While rocket designers strive to obtain high λs,
aircraft imperatives are directed elsewhere. For
example, the 60-year old B-47 has as good or
better λ (0.6) than today’s aircraft of similar
range. Since older aircraft employed less fuel
efficient turbojets, they required more fuel for
the same mission range; modern aircraft have
replaced turbojets with heavier turbofan engines
which consume fuel more efficiently. The result
is not the elimination of structural weight for
fuel, but more accessories such as passenger
seats, avionics or cargo. In short, just like the
total number of small satellite payloads in
backlog, the potential mass fraction of a HTOL
rocket plane is hard to determine. This topic is
discussed further in Section 8 and an Appendix.

Although design controversies such as VTO and
HTO are multi-faceted issues (which we will
discuss further), one rationale given by adherents
in 2006 related Defense-related traffic
projections of less than 2 dozen launches per
year, obviating HTO airfield operational
advantages. Subsequently in January 2007,
Chinese anti-satellite weapon test conducted on a
low orbiting Fengyun 1C weather satellite
served as argument against concentrating
surveillance or communications assets into
expensive, but vulnerable platforms; an
alternative is distributed systems in small,
inexpensive units, easily replaced via
inexpensive launchers capable of repeated flight
and rapid response.

4. Technology 2: Air Breathing Engines
When specific fuel consumption for turbofans is
“converted” to ISP (e.g., 7200-secs equivalent
from SFC=0.5), a commercial airliner’s engine
resembles an exotic space drive. Unfortunately,
this capability is valid only for limited altitudes
and Mach number, but it is in a realm where
ballistic launchers expend 20% or more of their
weight and are vulnerable to unrecoverable
failure modes since they are balanced on a
broomstick. The flight regime of conventional
aircraft is a basis of world commerce.

3. Technology 1: The Mass Fraction
Even from the brief description thus far, it
should be clear that the Stellar-J is largely an
exercise in technology integration. Its key
component is a robust, reusable first stage and
the array of modules or stages it can transport
can either be reusable or expendable as required
(hybrid reusability). Similar to a fighter aircraft
at an air show, a host of such hardware that can
be placed on pylons could be arrayed around the
vehicle.
However, the Stellar-J is also a structural hybrid:
of an aircraft with longerons, wing spars and
hoop sections; plus a rocket with pressurized
propellant tanks and joining sections. The
technology frontier for the Stellar-J is how much
performance can be obtained from 1st stage and
at how much expense to the developers and
Kelly

It is assumed that billions of research dollars are
needed to integrate rocket and jet engine
technology into propulsion concepts such as air
turbo-ramjets. However, conventional jet engines
and rockets can work together in parallel and
sequentially for much less. In fact, we are
uncertain if there will be large weight reductions
with approaches such as combined cycle rocket
engines or air turbo ramjets.
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hypersonic RFS. Figure-5 provides a conceptual
drawing of a demonstrator vehicle. The vehicle
goal would be to demonstrate key Stellar-J
technologies such as transition to rocket flight,
stage separation at burn-out, recovery and, not
least of all, capability to provide micro-satellite
delivery to orbit.

5. Small Stellar-Js and Small Satellites
The performance envelope of conventional jet
turbofans can remove about 2500 fps from the
30,000 fps required by ballistic launchers to
deliver satellites to low earth orbit, contributions
coming from altitude and relative velocity in the
direction of flight. Additional contributions can
be obtained from aircraft if they can
economically operate reusable liquid rocket
engines to achieve higher altitude supersonic or
hypersonic conditions for deploying upper
stages, but they are warranted only if the first
stage operating costs remain relatively low and
stage turn-around time remains rapid.

6. Performance I
As opposed to the Brequet range equation for
aircraft, launch vehicles are built around the
Tsiolkovsky’s rocket equation in which
provisions for jet engines do not appear.
mfinal /minitial = exp (-∆V/ g ISP)

Still, aircraft-like 1st stage operation is only a
link in a multi-unit launch system. If working,
the new critical links to economical launch and
frequent flight become additional stages (2nd,
possible 3rd), plus features of spacecraft buses:
their ready availability, cost and time to integrate
for launch.
For a partially reusable launch
system to operate effectively, these expendable
stages and spacecraft buses must be defined, preordered and pre-placed. Both the constraints of
the 1st stage plus the requirements for small
payloads must be addressed.

With numerical simulations it is possible to
account for all the delta velocity changes in a
rocket flight to orbit: i.e., to determine the ∆V to
be loaded onto single or multi-stage rockets to
obtain a desired final mass in face of losses due
to fighting gravity, atmospheric drag and other
propulsive inefficiencies.
The specific impulse (ISP) advantage of jet
engines can be elusive to some since creative
accounting of energy requirements to orbit can
produce misleading results. To illustrate, jet
engine specific fuel consumption (SFC) with
inversion can be “equated” to rocket ISP (e.g., 0.5
lbs fuel /hour per lbs. of thrust/hour => 7200secs lbs of thrust per lbs propellant per second),
but in practice it would appear that very little ∆V
is achieved, especially after an aircraft settles
into the equilibrium of cruise flight. Analysts
used to rockets could wryly observe that all
thrust expenditures equal drag losses – which
mount quickly with cruise operation.
In
performance calculations of required ∆V the
largest velocity losses experienced in first stage
are due to gravity and then aerodynamic drag;
steering and propulsive losses (ambient vs. exit
pressure) are considerations as well. But the key
point is that kinetic and potential energy gains
achieved under jet thrust can be eliminated from
the overall rocket equation LEO ∆V requirement
(~30,000 fps). This would not be the case if HTO
were performed under rocket power.
For orbital mechanics the basic equation of
conservation of energy for conic orbits (kinetic +
potential = total energy) is

While interest in HTO rocket craft has increased
for commercial application, focus on “space
tourism” tends to steer design toward perfecting
interior fuselage passenger accommodations.
We believe that for reusable first stages based on
HTO under turbofan power, payloads should be
mounted externally with some commonality (i.e.,
the same basic control volume) whether for
upper stages or passenger modules (Figs. 3 and
4). Each case has requirements for separation:
For upper stages, it is powered continued flight
(nominal); for crew, passengers or attached
payloads, it is rapid evacuation in emergency.
Since our mission or market analysis identifies
space tourism simply as one Stellar-J market,
and potential satellite revenues per flight are
much higher, our concern is largely satellite
deployment. However, due to the requirement to
separate powered, guided stages vs. an unpowered rescue glider, some space tourism
provisions are preludes to satellite missions.
Small satellite launch is a low-end goal for
Stellar-J in terms of vehicle scaling, economic
constraints for development; interest in small
scale demonstrators make consideration of flight
design issues inherent in intermediate steps to a
Kelly

(1)

V2/2 – µ /r = - µ /2a
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A simpler linearized representation of this
energy relationship could be
V2 /2 – g h = Total energy.

For the Stellar-J taking off from a runway the
∆V adjustment is due to both jet heading velocity
and altitude. Rocket ideal velocity originally
intended to be 1/3 or 10,000 fps could be
reduced to about 7860-fps if a Stellar-J vehicle
can reach 30,000-ft altitude and exploit launch
heading velocity exceeding 800 fps. This is
demonstrated as well by our Stellar-J flight
simulations: the wings, jet engines and jet fuel
pay for themselves.

(3)

If initial velocity is expressed as V0 and initial
height h is zero, then total energy would be the
kinetic energy of the system. When all the
kinetic energy of the system is converted to
“height” then the total energy would be
equivalent to a given height:
2gh = V2

In the ascent profile steering convergence to
staging conditions (~30o flight path angle after
burnout) is a moderate pitch up vs. steep pitch
down performed in vertical launches. To obtain
inclination and ascending node targets, dog-legs
with switch-backs to the ascent ignition target
improves over the limited azimuth windows
provided by vertical launch from the ground.
The dog leg maneuvers are performed prior to
rocket ignition, one significant way to exploit the
high fuel efficiency of the jet engine. VTO
could employ yaw steering in rocket ascent, but
this method loses efficiency quickly save for
ascending node adjustment in nearly due east
ascent.

(4)

To look at it in another way, the change in
altitude in terms of energy is equivalent to a
change in velocity of
∆v= (2g h)0.5

(5)

For due east launch subsonic cruise adds as
much as 1000-fps., plus the potential energy of
altitude (2 g h)0.5. Clearly conventional turbojets
with afterburners can provide velocities twice as
high, but SFC might quadruple and aerodynamic
transonic efficiency becomes more critical. This
becomes an interesting trade study but also an
additional design risk. For the Stellar-J we
recommend an introductory subsonic turbofan
approach, probably with low bypass.

It is possible that scramjet or ramjet VTO could
improve this performance, but this assumes
RDT&E far exceeding the Stellar-J up front
investment.
In principle, we know that
development costs for separate rockets and jets
are much lower than combined cycle systems
and the latter have yet to prove they have lower
mass or increased performance. Existing
turbojets could delay rocket ignition until after
emergence on the lowered drag coefficient
plateau after traversing the transonic “peak” –
this could be worth investigating, but is neither
an essential element nor an assured benefit of jet
and rocket combination. When choices such as
turbojets for supersonic flight or ramjets for
hypersonic flight are made, they have impacts on
installed weight for engine cycles, time to climb
fuel loads, fuselage and wing design – thermal
protection. Sustained hypersonic flight increases
TPS, payload packaging and non-rocket fuel
loading; supersonic turbojets will affect things
similarly but to a lesser degree. So to conclude,
our selection is rational if not necessarily
optimal.
In initial studies, we have generated reference
trajectories and operational scenarios for StellarJ launch vehicles (missions or markets are
discussed below, including larger vehicles). The
HTO trajectory analysis tool JETFJ is derivative

To illustrate the effects of altitude and velocity
consider the “first order” relations:
Altitude (ft)

∆V effect (fps)

10,000
20,000
30,000
40,000

802
1,135
1,341
1,604

70,000

2,122

When comparing launch sites of various
elevations for SSTO operations, simulation of
ascent burns from the various sites revealed the
altitude effect in thousands of pounds of extra
payload margin. For a 2,000,000-lb lift off
vehicle from 4500-ft initial elevation from Eq. 5
we expect a ∆V effect of 538 fps. Should we
calculate in Eq. 1 for 30,000-fps baseline and the
lowered 29,462 fps adjusted requirement with a
450-sec ISP system, terminal mass fractions of
.125925 and .130693 would result. This equates
to a 9,534-lbs orbital delivery weight delta in
favor of launch from the highlands.

Kelly
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1.
Sounding payloads on small launchers.
Such sub-orbital missions were attractive for
simplicity and low overhead though their total
demand volume was uncertain.
2.
Small satellite payloads <1000-lbs.
involved a potential backlog of 500 units with
current deployment costs (e.g. via Pegasus) of
$20,000/lbm. Small satellites delayed in
programs at universities, civil and private
research institutes, federal agencies, commercial
entities and defense department agencies can be
considered like a natural resource with access
limited by costs or opportunities such as flight
frequency. It is renewable in the sense that new
satellite concepts are originated each year, but
these mockups, test and flight articles remain
destined for warehousing unless costs are
reduced and flight opportunities increased.
3.
Cultivation
of
existing
launch
customers with the addition of rendezvous, resupply and return services.
These are
refinements made more affordable by reduced
launch costs and logical growth areas in space
services augmented by appearance of serviceable
platforms, stations or lunar mission staging
points on orbit. This can include ready alert
systems for emergencies, a topic of great concern
to space flight since the loss of Shuttle
Columbia.
4.
Since the 2004 mission model/revenue
studies, a significant defense development was
the Chinese military’s demonstration in 2007 of
a relatively cheap anti-satellite weapon that
could threaten high value US satellites. National
assets include low flying expensive satellites,
spacecraft launched infrequently at high cost on
slowly assembled expendable launch vehicles. A
counter measure to this new threat is a redesign:
distributed systems of many small satellites or
sensors. Deploying launch systems should be
inexpensive and capable of launching frequently
and from different bases. In other words, the
launch system should have aircraft features. The
USAF Research Laboratory headquartered in
Dayton, OH at Wright-Patterson AFB has an ongoing research program in rapid response
satellite launch.

of tools used for earlier VTO performance
studies (Refs. 8 & 9). Figure-6 provides two
reference ascent trajectory cases: a nominal
Stellar-J and a Demonstrator. From preliminary
trajectory results such as this, we have derived
initial parameters for sub-systems and structures
of both the first stage and upper stages as well.
In investigating elements based on a candidate
rocket engine family, full scale vehicles provide
some components for expendable upper stages
by utilizing the smaller (and more frequently
flown) smaller engines at end of life. However,
the smallest scale launchers and demonstrator
vehicles cannot employ this strategy to
economize their logistics. As a result, their needs
for these components must be identified and
understood early in their development cycle to
insure that their operating cost margins live up to
their potentials. To some extent, families of
upper stages can be linearly scaled – if the first
stage reference trajectory separation state is the
same for vehicles of different sizes. However,
for lowered (or higher) 1st stage performance the
ideal velocity contributions from the reusable
and expendable stages become altered. For this
reason, as off-nominal 1st stage performance by
the Stellar-J or the Demonstrator is examined,
upper stage and payload results will depart from
baseline extrapolations.
7. Is There a Market?
Due to design development circumstances, our
market research began with matching Stellar-J
configurations with payloads and mission types,
evaluating or grading feasible combinations on 8
parameters listed below in Table-1.
We
identified 8 principal market segments for 4
varied capability operational launch systems plus
a low performance "demonstrator" vehicle.
Missions such as rendezvous and/or return from
LEO were space missions of increasing
complexity, but not limited to manned crews – it
could entail payloads as small as shoe boxes or
box lunches; these could involve small orbiting
platforms as well as a Space Station. The point:
Launchers too small to transport crews need not
be excluded from potential service growth areas;
nor should maneuverable orbital craft.

According to our financial advisers, building the
vehicles to perform these missions and deploy
commercial payloads will require a technical
consortium and private equity instead of venture
capital. However, compared to other proposed
space transport programs, early Stellar-J
milestones will yield operational and revenue
results. The prototyping process in our

The result of this process identified several
outstanding market segments discussed in detail
in our 2006 COTS proposal as well as our earlier
business plan write-ups. Beside the rankings in
Table -2 below, we can summarize how market
segments scored. High marks were obtained for
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later, in 2007, quick HTO launches gained a new
national security dimension. No doubt events or
developments in coming years could alter 2004
assessments further.

development
plan
starts
with
small
demonstration vehicles either customized from
existing business jets as in Fig.-5 or else the
result of a clean slate design similar to Fig.-4.
With high performance staged combustion
engines starting at the 90,000-lbf thrust level, a
Gulfstream III sized platform is a candidate for
delivering satellites of <1000 lbs mass to low
earth orbit.

Also, though the survey is little more than a
thought experiment, one could also use it to
examine other vehicles. With the same methods
we used to examine Stellar-J launching geostationary satellites, we would not be surprised if
large ELVs do not look attractive for launching
small satellites. Other vehicles considered for
small satellites include HTO scramjets and other
advanced cycles. In the continued discussion of
performance, we show some disadvantages in
this market for such alternative systems.

We limited our scaling upwards to 350 tons for
building block considerations such as available
rocket engines, jet power plants, airfield
infrastructure and demonstrable need for rapid
turn-around to accommodate payload markets.
For example, beyond the Progress/Soyuz type of
mission of a 350 ton vehicle would be the launch
of communications satellites to geo-stationary
orbits. Current expendable launchers are under
utilized in this regard; so we would not
recommend "Airbus-380" liftoff weights where
rapid turn-around is not yet advantageous and
more special aviation provisions are introduced.

8. Performance II
Whether designing a fully reusable, expendable
or hybrid launch system for ballistic ascent to
LEO, designers reserve a 30,000-fps ideal
velocity propellant allocation. In 2-stage
systems, frequently the 1st stage provides about
1/3 of the allotment. Should 20,000 fps of the
2nd stage be further divided with another stage
for improved payload delivery over the nominal
single stage, we will assume it divided equally.
But whether with 2 stages or 3, the effects of
HTO and VTO are felt directly by the first
reusable stage.
To first order, at staging
conditions obtained for v-ideal=10,000 fps
ballistically, the flight path angle at shutdown
will likely be <30o and the relative velocity
around 6000-7000 fps. The vertical ascent
vehicle comes to this final state via vertical rise,
a pitch over and a gravity turn.

Additionally we note no advantage for the
Stellar-J in rapid intercontinental transport, and
presume that SST’s would serve this market
better. Down range distances the result of
hypersonic rocket boosts for Stellar-J 1st stages
are only several hundred miles without jet cruise.
Perhaps with sophisticated pulsing and upper
atmospheric “skipping” 1st stage hypersonic
range could be increased, but high speed return
would require advance placement of both
hydrocarbon fuel and liquid oxygen at the point
of destination – unless subsonic flight is
acceptable. Though once again, some aircraft
supersonic technologies are applicable to StellarJ development, the launch vehicle does not
require cruise in the atmosphere at supersonic
speeds with air-breathing engines. Supersonic
transition to rocket thrust is a trade issue that we
discuss further below. However, we note that
base technologies for SST’s and Stellar-J are
similar or complementary (materials, thermal
protection, high speed aerodynamics, control
systems). Also, we believe that Stellar-J markets
and revenues will exceed those for transonic or
supersonic jets once the vehicles reach market.

The HTO can achieve this same state with a low
FPA (or γ) ascent to the stratosphere under
turbofan power followed by pull up after rocket
ignition. Both vehicle types experience gravity
and drag “losses”, but the HTO with airbreathing engines takes them out of the rocket
equation. Since gravity losses are not path or
steering related but “∆-altitude”, as our tables
indicate, 35000 ft removes 1500 fps from the
rocket equation while azimuthal subsonic
velocity (e.g., due east launch) could remove
another 850 fps, for a total of 2,350 fps. If the
2nd stage separation weight and staging state is
fixed, then this development reduces the HTO
rocket ideal velocity budget to 7650 fps.
Variations for altitude and velocity could adjust
values higher or lower by several hundred fps.

The market assessment results in Table-2, of
course, illustrate our thinking in 2004, but such
conclusions cannot stand frozen for all time. In
2006 the merits of rendezvous missions
increased due to NASA's call for commercial resupply of the International Space Station; and
Kelly
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We anticipate that increased altitude is more
accessible than supersonic velocity. In Fig.-7,
velocity vs. altitude traces are provided for two
sample trajectories (an HTO and VTO each
employing liquid rockets), three dynamic
pressure lines (q-bar =500, 600 and 700-psf),
plus the standard atmosphere speed of sound
based on temperature at altitude. For the
trajectories, we note that the VTO experiences
one q-max as it transitions to supersonic
velocity; its peak exceeds that of the HTO since
the jet powered craft ignites its rocket at higher
altitude. But (potentially) another q-max could
be experienced shortly after take-off if the HTO
climbs out of airfield airspace like a scrambled
jet fighter.

(m20 + m1Vf ) /( m20 + m1V0)

=

(m20 + (1 -λ1V ) m10V ) / (m20 + m1V ) =
exp( -∆V1V /g /Isp1V ) = K1V

(5a)

exp( -∆V1H /g / Isp1H ) = K1H (etc.)

(5b)

Solving for initial values of m1V and m1H
m1V0 = m20(1 – K1V)/( λ1V-1+K1V) = 24,711 (6a)
m1H0 = m20(1 – K1H)/( λ1H-1+K1H) = 26,515 (6b)
Since 2350-fps were removed from the VTO
rocket equation, the VTO mass is calculated
when rockets are ignited in the stratosphere at
subsonic cruise conditions. A remaining question
is how much aircraft fuel was consumed prior or
what was the lift-off mass of the HTO? Turbofan
SFCs vary considerably in flight regime; also,
eventual configuration lift to drag variations
from initial concepts could be large as well. But
aircraft fuel allotments could be as low as that
required to climb economically to the ignition
altitude and velocity point. If cruise back to base
with over water launch is an assumption, then an
added fuel budget of several hundred miles for
return flight might be required, but this can be
waived if recovery is performed down range.

Fighter aircraft doing nearly sonic passes before
viewing stands experience dynamic pressures
higher than many rockets; but at the same time
commercial jet aircraft avoid reaching such loads
throttling back shortly after takeoff. There is an
important distinction here. Abort procedures
come part and parcel with a RFS and tower
clearance imposes minimum thrust requirements
for VTO in case of an engine out. When high
initial T/W is selected in booster design (e.g.,
1.5), this also imposes a rocket engine throttling
requirement to reduce max-q a minute or so later.
For HTO initial T/W need not be as high as 1.5
and in simulation we have flown from rocket
ignition without throttling back to modulate
dynamic pressures. In comparison to rocket
throttling, jet engine throttle adjustment is
routine.
A pervasive analysis approach on launch system
trades is the assumption that “increased dry
weight = increased cost”. Exceptions to this rule
of thumb abound in systems such as aircraft and
automobiles. For years we have modeled both
VTO and HTO configurations and have
simulated their ascent trajectories (e.g., Refs. 8,
9), but to distill our findings, let us resort to the
application of the rocket equation itself using
these tables of values.

Contingencies could increase fuel reserves as
well, but by no means will launch missions
require fuel provisions similar to a mid range
airline flight. Energy bled off in descent can be
used in winged glide back and, as stated before,
turbofan SFC translates to high Isp. Simulations
of 35-ton vehicles have included about 4-tons of
aircraft fuel for a 20 minute climb-out to
ignition. Once the design decision for HTO is
made, jet fuel consumption weight impacts such
as these are second order effects by comparison
for sizing engines, landing gear and other
structures on the first stage but lb per lb trades on
upper stage release weights.

Allowing that the rocket equation for 2nd stage
flight delivers a ("small") 315-lb payload to LEO
after release of a 10,000-lb upper stage stack at
separation from the 1st stage, let us back-track to
characterize the HTO and VTO 1st stage
components. Using the Table-3 values from 1st
stage rocket equations result in the mass ratios
shown at shutdown, let us solve for the HTO and
VTO versions of the relations.

In the above rocket equation analysis, despite the
nominal mass fraction difference, the first stage
weights of the two systems are very close to the
same with the higher HTO dry mass fraction
allowing provision for larger wings, jets and
landing gear. Due to lift off considerations, the
rocket engines and thrust structure on the HTO
are probably smaller – relatively. However,
there is another consideration to be added to this
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drove vehicle integrators to inquire of them in
the first place. For preliminary vehicle analyses
we employ a formulation used by Corning (Ref.
13) for heat transfer rate at a nose stagnation
point

analysis which is not as easy to quantify. It is an
intuitive notion at this point: the size of the 2nd
stage relative to the 1st – whether for vertical or
horizontal launch.
In the aircraft case we have assumed in our
studies an upper stage target maximum of 25%
of the 1st stage; for vertical launch without
parallel burning, let us first allow that the ratio
will be higher – perhaps 33%. If we employ
these two factors for a 100,000-lb expendable
package separating from the RFS, the VTO and
HTO vehicles would weigh 400,000 and 500,000
lbs respectively. Stable flight limits for HTO
launchers are largely conjecture at this point,
though an important data point is the Orbiter-747
ferry combination, loaded for cross country
transit ( and earlier separation tests) rather than
hypersonic launch. The Orbiter weighs as much
as 200,000-lbs and the 747, off-loaded
somewhat, would be at least 500,000-lbs by
itself (illustrated in Fig.-10).

dq/dt = 16000 (ρ(h)/RNOSE)0.5 ( VREL/10000)3.25
( 7. )
the nose radius is assumed as 1-foot. As Fig.-8
indicates, stagnation heat rates are held to as low
5-6 BTU/ft2/sec maximum. For a genuine orbital
re-entry, even with modulated lifting body
descent (e.g., Shuttle), sustained rates are 10x
higher and endure many minutes longer. Ascent
burn and re-entry for the Stellar-J RFS last for
only a few minutes each. However, as Fig.-9
shows, HTO and VTO concepts employing
hypersonic ramjets dwell in high q-dot regions
longer due to slower accelerations and depressed
trajectories needed to scoop up oxygen,
following specific dynamic pressure contours.
For example, a scramjet first stage shutting down
at Mach 6 and 100,000-ft could have reached
that state by following a dynamic pressure
contour of 500-psf or maintaining a maximum qdot of 15-BTU/ft2/sec – for 20 minutes. This
indicates that although some TPS development
research is in order for HTO, the scope is related
to whether hypersonic air-breathing ascent is a
goal or not. But if a 1st stage employs
hypersonic air-breathing propulsion, the 1st
stage, upper stages and payload will need to
address the higher heating loads with elaborate
TPS and other measures.

Reasons for constraining HTO upper stages rest
on fundamental control issues such as
aerodynamic center of pressure moment arm to
center of gravity, plus primary thrust vector
alignment as propellant is depleted (for some
general aerodynamics and control systems
surveys, we provide Refs. 10 and 11). In the
event of an abort, managing the upper stage
package (including payload) must be addressed.
To recover the booster without abort, it is
presumed that propellant must either be
expended or dumped overboard – and propellant
loaded onto the upper stage poses additional
propellant management difficulties.
But
whether the upper stage propellant is dumped
overboard or the stage is recovered intact, if
horizontal landing is assumed, an HTO stage is
better fitted for the abort case due to the larger
wings, air-breathing propulsion and landing gear
which were considered liabilities in other
analyses. From this perspective, the stage ratios
(0.333 and 0.250) assumed initially could very
well be reversed – and the HTO would actually
be the smaller mass system. In Fig.-8, we
illustrate variation for HTO growth as a function
of λ and removed ideal velocity.

10. Small Satellites Examples and Trades
Since a reusable first stage eliminates portions of
the recurring costs of launch operations by not
"vaporizing" after each flight, it stands as one
step in reducing recurring launch costs and
eliminating some processing bottlenecks. But
what about the rest of the components of a small
satellite launch vehicle? If expendable upper
stages are used, are there other ways that launch
costs can be brought down? The answer lies in a
combination of factors: what actual performance
can be obtained with small expendable boosters;
what is their availability and ease of integration;
and what is their cost delivered from the supplier
(which is linked, of course, to the demand). We
can illustrate the effects of performance, the size
of the components and at a lower level, what
subsystems would be required to deliver the
results. We also know that performance in terms
of specific impulse increases cost as much or

9. Heating Rates, Trajectories and Propulsion
Since calculations of heat transfer can become
quite qualified or complex (e.g., Ref. 12
describing the X-34), we suspect that analysts
addressing thermal models might forget what
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more than the delivery capability it provides.
But it is also necessary to have supplies of
standard upper stages whether for high
performance missions or less so.

11. Revisionist Space History
For several decades, beside Shuttle, Soyuz
spacecraft were the only other way for crews to
reach low earth orbit (LEO). Soyuz and the
Progress cargo craft ride atop ELVs of <350 tons
lift-off mass, typical of a commercial jumbojet.
Serviceable airfields in the US for 747s provide a
vast transport grid, but few places worldwide are
available for launch of 350-ton ELVs. For over
40 years commercial turbofan powered craft
routinely cruise in subsonic flight at 35,000 feet,
a flight mode allowing azimuth and launch
window adjustments impossible for ground
launched ballistic craft; a mode that also
significantly reduces total ideal velocity needs of
rocket ascents. Flight-testing for both the X-15
and SpaceShipOne proceeded incrementally
through flight envelopes inaccessible or available
at high cost only briefly for vertically launched
programs.

To illustrate possible small satellite operations,
some preliminary cases are presented below.
Figure-10 and Table-4 show the nominal
Stellar-J ascent trajectory along with that of
"demonstrator" vehicle capable of launching
satellite payloads of about 100-lbs mass. Added
to the paths shown in Fig. 6 are trajectories for
upper stage variations: Cases A, B and C. The
three cases illustrate performance characteristic
of solid and liquid stages with typical mass
fractions and specific impulses employed in low
cost engines. The Case A single upper stage
delivery capability is extremely sensitive to mass
fraction; Cases B and C are less sensitive, but
they are distinguished by the increased 3rd stage
specific impulse. For the Demonstrator, a 3rd
stage and high mass fractions are required to
make payload delivery feasible.
Yet
characteristics of these four sets of data include
sub-system
and
economic
implications.
Individual small satellite payloads impose
volume,
mass,
thermal
and
dynamic
requirements, some of which can be met by
selecting configuration cases A, B or C. And if
the legions of the small satellite backlog can be
addressed by one of these combinations, then
clearly there will be economies of scale drawn
up by provisions for production in advance.

Other airfield based rocket planes already exist,
have been tested or are planned: U.S.A.F. test
pilots trained for the X-15 and other vehicles
with a rocket equipped (NF-104) jet through the
60s until 1971, routinely exceeding 100,000-ft
altitudes. Pegasus, the X-15 and SpaceShipOne
are all dropped from carriers; XCOR’s kit plane
takes off from airfields under rocket power.
Growth versions of this craft (e.g., the Lynx ) are
in development. However, decades have been
devoted to develop and field costly combined
cycle rocket engine-turbojets; another decade is
likely. So, why our approach?

Judging from exercises such as this, we conclude
that to open the flood gates on the small satellite
backlog, the Stellar-J system can increase launch
opportunities and launch rates, reduce individual
launch costs and reduce flight preparation time
through the following system element approach:

Launching the Pegasus from an L-1011 delivers
only half-ton payloads to orbit. Replacing the
carrier craft with a genuine first stage (Stellar-J)
increases the yield by an order of magnitude.
XCOR’s kit plane demonstrates operability, but
rocket propulsion does not increase its
performance envelope. The Stellar-J employs
turbofans where efficient (equivalent ISP >5000
secs), then shifts to rocket power, converting a
carrier craft to a dedicated stage, improving
payload yield vs. takeoff weight, but retaining
operability.

1. RFS with reusable rocket engines approaches
aircraft costs limited by rocket engine lifetime
amortization (10, 20 or TBD flights).
2. Ground Facilities: established airfields
adjacent to launch ranges with clear azimuths,
LOX and stage integration facilities.
3. Candidate Upper Stages (such as above)
stockpiled and certified for integration, ascent
and RFS separation.
4. Payload buses adapted to Stellar-J, derived
from Small Satellite heritage such as developed
or documented in Small Sat Conferences.
5. Payload Accommodations: User and airfield
hand off to the booster for launch.
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Since both turbofans and rockets engines are in
fact “COTS”, development is radically less
costly and complex than scramjets, etc. and
ascent loads are more benign. In other words,
separate rocket and jet engines work as well or
better than combined cycle engines at much less
cost. Additionally, existing staged combustion
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kerosene engines offer high thrust to installed
weight; their chamber pressures result in
compact designs – including nozzles more easily
integrated into an aircraft’s tail section.
12. The Near Term Need
The key to development is a test-bed aircraft
demonstrating the key Stellar-J technologies:
1. Rocket ignition and pull up from horizontal
subsonic stratospheric cruise after jet powered
takeoff;
2. Rocket shutdown at high altitude and Mach
number, upper stage separation and first stage
descent to glide-back or powered landing;
3.
Successive
executions
demonstrating
reusability, turn-around capability and increasing
performance
(including
aborted
mission
procedures).
4. Subscale orbital bus and payload
demonstration.
5. Identification of remaining critical paths (e.g.,
economical upper stages and integration) with
first stage turn-around addressed.
Some procedure elements have seen separate
demonstration, but no combined execution
supporting orbital cargo delivery as yet. Issues
of particular interest are first stage mass fractions
and moment management, aero-thermodynamics,
jet restart, ascent guidance (accuracy and
control), emergency landings with upper
stages…modest investigations compared to
SSTO or scramjet RDT&E.
In the launch flow outlined in Section 10, the
introduction of the Stellar-J RFS or a small fleet
moves the critical path for launch to upper
stages; with stockpiled upper stages, the
bottleneck moves to payload bus and payload
integration. Solution of the final bottleneck in
this system approach will require coordination
with the payload community. In such discussion
we hope to look at new opportunities as well,
made possible by more access to space for small
satellites.
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TPS provisions could be reduced significantly in
new vehicles. In the 1960s the test program was
viewed as a precursor to hypersonic air-breathing
craft as much as more rocket planes. The low
altitude high speed runs were not necessary for
both, and a hidden expense for evaluating the
latter. Without more detailed trajectories or
summaries than supplied in the refs. 6 &7, an
indicator of individual flight rigors would be
estimating heating rates from maximum altitudes
and velocities using eq. 7 above. Since velocity
maxima were experienced at engine shut-down,
dq/dt estimates for high altitude missions in
Table-A1 would be low, but more accurate for
low level missions experiencing shallow climbs
after engine cutoff. As a result, here we will use
h=170,000-ft, the program's standard high ascent
cut-off target for altitudes above 170k-ft for first
order estimates of maximum stagnation heating
rates. In the sample of 40 flights, we note several
with anomalies that caused early engine shutdowns. Note that flights sometimes were 1-2
day apart.

Appendix: Delving into X-15 Data
Though the X-15 ( λ = 0.545 by one estimate)
can serve as an HTO rocket plane data point, its
characteristics are modified by air launch from
the Stellar-J ignition altitude and velocity. But
it was also "over-built" either as a hedge or for
the objective of exploring mid-altitude high
speed flight, deliberately encountering thermal
and dynamic loads far higher than those of
conventional ascent trajectories. Consider the
sample mission entries in the table below
extracted from Refs. 6 and 7.
Beside many flights very similar to Stellar-J
satellite launch, numerous flights included
"speed runs" at 70 to 80,000-ft peak altitudes,
attaining Mach numbers of 4 -6. In Table A-1,
counting backwards from the final flight, we
provide sample heating rates in BTU/ft2/sec. As
the flight data show, often dynamic and thermal
loads were many times higher than conventional
practice (e.g., ~700-psf maximum for Shuttle;
~6 BTU/ft2/sec for Stellar-J) and not required
for 1st-stage RLVs. Thus, instead of duplicating
X-15 measures, structural reinforcement and

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Table A-1 X-15 Flights 160-199 Altitude & Velocity Maxima – Derived Max dq/dt Values
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date
Flight hMAX* VMAX dq/dt
Date
Flight hMAX* VMAX dq/dt
#
Kft
Mach BTU/ft2/se
#
Kft
Mach BTU/ft2/sec
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------199
255
5.38
2.9
10-24-68
179
167.2 5.44
3.0
04-28-67
198
254.1 5.37
2.9
09-13-68
178
53.4
1.8
1.0**
04-26-67
197
267.5 5.01
2.3
08-21-68
177
133
5.59
6.8
03-22-67
196
221.5 4.79
2.0
07-16-68
176
92.1
4.65
8.4
11-29-66
195
220.1 5.15
2.5
06-12-68
175
98.9
6.33
20.3
11-18-66
194
209.6 5.05
2.4
04-22-68
174
306.9 5.46
3.0
11-01-66
193
187.5 5.27
2.7
04-04-68
173
75.4
3.0
2.9**
10-06-66
192
104.5 4.36
4.8
03-01-68
172
254.2 5.4
2.5
09-14-66
191
266
5.2
2.6
11-15-67
171
73.2
2.44
1.7**
09-08-66
190
280.5 5.53
3.2
10-17-67
170
102.2 5.21
10.8
08-30-66
189
251.1 5.53
3.2
10-04-67
169
257.5 5.11
2.5
08-25-66
188
102.1 6.7
13.9
10-03-67
168
178
5.20
2.6
08-16-66
187
84.4
4.63
15.5
08-25-67
167
231
5.02
2.6
08-12-66
186
91
4.94
11.6
08-21-67
166
251
5.21
2.6
08-11-66
185
84.3
5.44
18.0
07-26-67
165
132
5.34
4.7
08-04-66
184
173
4.23
1.32**
06-29-67
164
249
5.03
2.3
08-03-66
183
82.2
5.34
10.7
06-22-67
163
241.8 5.19
2.6
07-28-66
182
229
5.14
2.5
06-15-67
162
192.3 5.12
2.5
07-21-66
181
71.1
4.8
17.3
05-17-67
161
96.1
4.71
8.8
07-18-66
180
97.6
4.75
8.0
05-08-67
160
130
5.34
5.9
07-12-66
-------------------------------------Flight Log Remarks-----------------------------------------------------------------Flight 166: Highest dynamic pressure (2,205-psf) for any X-15 flight.
Flight 181: Panel ejection at 1,500-psf caused severe oscillation in upper tail.
*Heating rate calculations limited to h=170kft for hmax>170,000ft. ** Flight anomaly
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Table-1 Market Segments and Missions Grades Based on 8 Parameters

Table-2 Stellar-J Systems Matched with Market Segments or Missions
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Table-3 Vertical and Horizontal Take-Off Launch Vehicle Parameters
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Small Satellite Launch Version)
VTO
Symbol
HTO
Symbol
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Delta-V (fps)
Total
30,000
27,650
First Stage
10,000
∆V1V
7,650
∆V1H
20,000
∆V2
20,000
∆V2
Second Stage
Isp 1st Stage (secs)
Isp 2nd Stage

335
335

Isp1V
Isp2

335
335

Isp1H
Isp2

K= exp(-∆
∆V/g/Isp)
Stage 1
Stage 2

0.3954
0.15636

K1V
K2

0.4917
0.15636

K1H
K2

Separation Weight (lbs)
Payload

10,000
315

m2+mpl
mpl

10,000
315

m2+mpl
mpl

Stage 1 λ
Stage 2 λ

0.85
0.875

λ1V
λ2

0.70
0.875

λ1H
λ2

Stage Ratio Constraint
0.333
(trial value)
0.250
(trial value)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 4 35-ton Stellar-J and Demonstrator Preliminary Results
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Varied Mass Fractions (λ
λ) and Specific Impulse(s): Single (2nd) and Dual Upper (2nd & 3rd) Stages
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 35-ton Take-off Weight
- Demonstrator TBD Take-off Weight
- 6-ton Upper Stages & Payload Limit
- 1.8-ton Upper Stages & Payload Limit
- 2nd Stage Isp: 300 seconds; 3rd Stage, 320 seconds
- Upgraded 3rd Stage Isp: 340 seconds.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Payload Masses (lbs) at Main Engine Cutoff: 70 x 260 nautical mile altitude perigee x apogee
---------------------------------------------------------------------Figure 10
Final Stage Mass Fractions (λ
λs):
.92
.9
.875
.85
Case
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Baseline 35-ton Stellar-J
Single Upper Stage (2nd):
1147
906
589
254
(lbs)
A
Dual Upper Stage (2nd and 3rd):
1372
1310
1229
1142
(lbs)
B
Up-Graded 3rd Stage:
1467
1417
1351
1280
(lbs)
C
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Dual Upper Stage Demonstrator:
93
62
45
7.5
(lbs)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Figure-1 Rationale for Hybrid Launch Vehicle as Depicted by Ballhaus in Reference 1

Fig.-2 Liquid Fly-Back Boosters in the 1990s, Considered as Replacements for Shuttle SRBs
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Figure-3 Stellar-J Concept: Reusable First Stage Horizontally Launched and Recovered
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Common Elements:
-Turbofan Takeoff & Climb to Stratospheric Altitude and Subsonic Speed.
- Rocket Ignition and Pull-Up for Hypersonic, High Altitude Shut-down
- First Stage after Rocket Boost Phase Descends to Horizontal Landing for Re-Use
Satellite Launch:
- Upper Stage or Stages Separate & Continue to Orbit
(Remains attached for certain aborts)

“Space Tourism”:
- Payload Module Remains Attached
(Save for emergency separation)

Figure 4 Stellar-J 35-ton Vehicle Conceptual Drawing with Candidate Payload Modules
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Figure 5 Conventional Aircraft Modified to Test Stellar-J Concepts at Reduced Performance

Figure 6 Stellar-J Ascent Trajectories: Nominal Vehicle and Lower Performance Demonstrator
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Figure-7 Performance Envelope (Velocity & Altitude)
Paths of HTO and VTO Vehicles Compared with
Dynamic Pressure (500, 600 & 700-psf) and Speed of Sound Boundaries in Standard Atmosphere

Fig-8 Horizontal Take-Off Reusable First Stage Weights for Mass Fraction
Altitude and Velocity of Rocket Ignition Reduce Total Ideal Velocity Requirements
(Scaled to 100,000-lb Upper Stage Separation vs. 10,000-lb in Small Satellite Mission, i.e., x 10)
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Fig.-9 Stellar-J Performance Envelope: High Speed and Altitude in Ascent and Re-Entry

Fig.-10 Stellar-J 35-ton Nominal Configuration and Small Satellite Launch Vehicle
Distinguished by Burn-Times (135 and 90-secs) and Upper Stage Weights
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Figure-11 Soyuz, Stellar-J 350 and Commercial Jumbo Jet –
Three Craft with Similar Lift-Off Weights
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